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Sympathetic induction of emotions is displayed in the simplest and most unmistakable
fashion by many, probably by all, of gregarious animals … One of the clearest and
commonest examples is the spread of fear and its flight-impulse among the members of a
flock or herd.1
The characteristic of contagion is critical for the social responsiveness of any organism.2

The publication in 1989 of Panic Encyclopedia: The Definitive Guide to the Postmodern Scene
probably marked the end of panic as a pervasive trope of contemporary cultural theory.3 The
Encyclopedia posed the ‘postmodern condition’ as fragmentation: a ‘dissolution of facts’
and a proliferation of the knowledges of everyday life and cultural theory alike in disjoined
fragments of story. This is a condition the form of the encyclopedia itself acts out, or compulsively repeats, even as it gestures towards a hypothetical totality of comprehensiveness and
the possibility of order represented by the very idea of an alphabetically imposed sequence
of entries. The emotional analogue of all this is conceived as a complex of mixed feelings
composed of the ‘ecstasy of catastrophe and the anxiety of fear’. 4 Here the Encyclopedia
attempts to link subjective experience to cultural analysis, but in so doing it may have failed
to accurately diagnose either the macro or the micro levels of the social climate. It may
also have posited an oversimplified view of the relationship between the micro realm of
psychology and the macro level of the social as one of a kind of congruence in which the
social is simply an amplification of the individual. What it does accurately intuit, however,
is what is at stake in panic as a vector in the social field. This is an acknowledgment that
truth, rationality and representation are no longer (if they ever were) sustainable as adequate
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terms in which to think either the social or the political. Serge Moscovici hinted as much
when he observed, in 1986, that ‘government by suggestion has replaced government by
discussion’.5 But what exactly does this mean? Over the last fifteen years or so various cultural
theorists have proffered analyses of mediatised political figures (Ronald Reagan, George
W. Bush, John Howard) that—without necessarily using the term suggestion itself—attempt
to map the work of affect in the political terrain.6 Now may be the moment to look more
closely at just what this term might imply and what the nature of its relation to panic
might be.
Recent renewed interest in suggestion has been given new impetus by the rediscovery of
the work of nineteenth-century French sociologist Gabriel de Tarde.7 Tarde draws on the
psychology of his day (concerned above all with sympathy, hypnotism and suggestion)
and the nascent social psychology (which extended these concerns to the psychology of
crowds) to elaborate a new theory of the social in which it appears as the actualisation of
virtual potentials already present in individuals. For him, the phenomenon of hypnotic
suggestion functions as the extreme instance which illuminates the ordinary state of social
life (a point to which I will return). Like other writers of his time, Tarde gives a good deal of
consideration to crowds as a site of affect contagion in which the tendency to panic exemplifies
irrationality.8 The birth of publics—which Tarde was among the first to identify and describe—
would seem to augur a social life less prone to contagion and suggestion than that of the age
of crowds, because, among other things, publics are believed to be more disembodied
than crowds.9 But is this actually the case? A closer look at panic from a psychological perspective may provide a useful starting point in opening further exploration of this question.
According to some forms of contemporary psychoanalysis, the Encyclopedia might be said
to get cause and effect (although it would probably be in denial, as they say, that it dealt in
such terms) the wrong way round. Psychologically speaking, it is not fragmentation that
causes panic, but anxiety escalating into panic that overwhelms the self and fragments it.
Fragmentation in this sense means loss of psychic cohesion, loss of a sense of continuity
(ongoing being in the world), and a collapse of the self into an overwhelming affect state
in which any capacity for self-reflection and affect regulation disappears. Panic results from
overwhelming affect on the loose and out of control. Diminished cognitive capacity for
evaluation of alternatives means that agency is compromised. In contrast to terror, which
is the most extreme form of fear and to which the typical behavioural responses are fight,
flight or freeze, panic implies frenzied but pointless or self-defeating fight or flight. The outcome of this may be catastrophic and, because in panic the degree of fear needed to induce
a thrill has been far exceeded, it’s hard to see why it should be celebrated.
Panic represents an extreme level of arousal of what Silvan Tomkins’s affect theory identifies
as the discrete affect fear-terror.10 Probably the most contagious of all affects, like anger-rage,
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but unlike distress-anguish, fear-terror is an emergency affect. It is highly toxic to the organism
when prolonged, as the phenomenon of ‘voodoo death’ demonstrates. Tomkins comments
that panic ‘may cost an individual his life not only if he freezes, but also if under its duress
he surrenders all but the most primitive use of his capacities’. 11 Neuroscientist Joseph
LeDoux has since identified the means by which fear may be processed neurologically
and flight or freeze responses immediately activated before cognitive evaluation of the
danger can be made.12 The extreme toxicity of panic is one reason why the Encyclopedia’s
diagnosis is probably wrong: panic simply can’t be sustained either at the individual or
at the group level, where it means the splintering of the group into individuals driven
entirely by their own needs (‘every man for himself’) and a loss of esprit de corps as when
panic sets in among a crowd. In contrast to Tomkins, however, neuroscientist Jaap Panksepp
sees what he calls ‘the PANIC system’ as a response to separation from care-givers, the purpose
of which would be to produce feelings of distress and vocal crying that lead to action on the
part of the child and/or parent to bring about reunion and the increased safety—emotional
and physical—it provides.13 Over the long term, according to theorists of infant attachment,
prolonged separation or the recurrent threat of it would lead to depressive anxiety and
possibly to panic disorder; that is, to episodes of panic triggered by any perceived threat,
real or imaginary.
Symptomatic of the lack of long-term viability of a panic state is that panic attacks have
now become material for comedy—for example, the film Analyze This (1999), in which an
anxious therapist is almost driven to the brink of terror when he takes on the analysis of a
mobster whose panic attacks are interfering with his work. The same year saw the inaugural
series of The Sopranos, in which mafioso Tony Soprano’s panic attacks function as a darkly
ironic device for the investigation of contemporary paranoia. For, as Patrick O’Donnell,
cultural theorist of American paranoia, points out, if fear and panic are characteristic responses
to the postmodern condition, then paranoia can be viewed as the reaction-formation par
excellence to the schizophrenia of postmodern identity, economy and aesthetics. Visible in
every aspect of late capitalist culture … paranoia manifests itself as a mechanism that
rearranges chaos into order, the contingent into the determined.14
As O’Donnell indicates, to prevent anxiety escalating into panic it is organised (or scripted,
in Tomkins’ terminology) into the relatively stable formations of paranoia—and, we might
add, depression. Contrary to the Encyclopedia, it is the prevention of panic by the sustaining
of anxiety that better characterises the contemporary scene. A similar diagnosis is rendered
in numerous cultural analyses from Patricia Mellencamp’s High Anxiety (1990), to Brian
Massumi’s edited collection The Politics of Everyday Fear (1993) and Kathleen Woodward’s
essay ‘Statistical Panic’.15 Woodward suggests that there is a postmodern structure of feeling
(rather then a totalising contemporary condition) characterised by an oscillation between
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boredom and the ‘statistical panic’ invoked by ubiquitous calculations of risk.16 As one of
the characters in Don DeLillo’s 1991 novel Mao II has it, we ‘don’t need catastrophes,
necessarily. We only need reports and predictions and warnings’.17 Pervasive low-level anxiety
has taken over from panic as the affect state that best corresponds to contemporary life in
the West.
Anxiety, Jackie Orr argues, emerges as a (re)solution to the technocratic problem that arises
with ‘the systematic spiraling [sic] of panic prevention into panic production’ as public
campaigns about the need to control panic inevitably suggest that there may be good reason
for it.18 It is in the Cold War period, Orr argues, that ‘panic theory emerges as a guide not
only to the systematic control of its theoretical object but to its systematic creation’—or, I
would suggest, the creation of anxiety as a means of facilitating control without losing it to
panic, which is essentially out of control.19 Panic is affect with urgency but little discrimination. It is, in short, the figure of irrationality, produced as coterminous with affect contagion and mimetic communication. This is, of course, why it plays such a central role in the
rhetoric of crowd theory as it attempts to understand modernity. Here panic comes to typify
the irrationality of crowds, their impulsivity and their tendency—inevitably metaphorised
as feminine—to descend into disorder and violence.20 Panic presents this paradox: on the
one hand it shatters any esprit de corps because it produces a situation of ‘each one for him/
herself’, while on the other hand it represents the greatest moment of sensory receptivity
of the human body to others—for in it, sympathetic or affective contagion is at its height.
It binds, as Borch-Jakobsen puts it, ‘in the mode of a non-bond’.
Affect contagion produces a mimetic relation between bodies and this, not the panic that
stands in metonymically for it, is the real problem of crowds for their nineteenth-century
theorists. The rise of panic discourse now may be symptomatic of the failure to fully account
for the work of affect contagion, mimetic communication and suggestion in the social field.
To begin this work we may need to turn back temporarily to a line of thinking all but
abandoned in the wake of Freud, much as trauma theory in recent years turned back to
Janet—not (at least not always) in rejection of psychoanalytic insights, but in a bid to reconfigure the intellectual landscape so as to wrest new possibilities from paths less taken. It is
in this direction I now temporarily turn.
It is first of all affect that binds the crowd to a leader, uniting the mass of individual
bodies into a force with its own purpose and direction. So, taking the automaton-like state
of the subject of hypnosis as a model, one nineteenth-century crowd theorist, Gustav Le Bon,
understood the crowd as ‘mass without form’—but a mass which is nevertheless excitable
because its members are like mediums entranced by suggestion and possessed by the will of
the leader.21 It is the hypnotic subject that then becomes the nineteenth-century model for
the ‘non-subjectal’ state of the individual in the crowd. 22 Freud—wanting to distance
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psychoanalysis from the sorcery and charlatanism of suggestion and to make it a science—
attempted to transpose this account of crowd dynamics into his own libido-driven model of
desire.23 In Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, he largely displaces crowds in favour
of institutions as the model of the group, but he argues that the masses seek their own
subjugation out of love for the leader. This leader comes to stand in the position of ego ideal—
a position formerly occupied by the father, for whom the leader psychically substitutes. The
crowd members’ love for the leader binds them not only to him but also to each other, along
the ‘fraternal’ lines so well critiqued by Carol Pateman.24 Mikkel Borch-Jakobsen’s brilliant
but gender-blind critique of Freud points out that this ‘fraternal’ bond is contingent on the
leader dispensing the ‘illusion’ that he [sic] loves all members of the group equally so that
love for the leader binds aggression as well as narcissism.25
However, the bond between ‘brothers’ is not (only) libidinal but (also) identificatory,
implying that each has internalised something of the other and is open to transformation
after the model of the other.26 Identification, then, is essentially mimetic and may therefore generate considerable ambivalence. To qualify a bond as identificatory would seem to
raise the complications of the possibly more complex forms taken by identification, some of
which are hostile to its object, or which bind it to an object hostile to them. This can be seen
in cannibalistic incorporation, where the subject aims to consume the object and take
its place, 27 or melancholic identification, 28 where identification means attachment to a
phantasmagorical object but cannot be given up. These problems are not addressed by BorchJakobsen. René Girard, however, has analysed the structural rivalry between ‘brothers’ that
he concludes will inevitably be produced as a result of the convergence of desire on the one
object.29 But for his part, Freud imagines that panic, when it occurs, will be precipitated
by the loss of a leader who makes possible the ‘brothers’ ’ identification with each other:
for him, the loss of the leader represents the decapitation of the body politic. Panksepp’s
analysis of panic as a response to separation from a parent seems to suggest an attachment
metaphor for crowd behaviour. This poses similar problems to those presented by Freud’s
theory, since attachment problems with a parent figure may actually strengthen bonds between
siblings, who must fend for themselves, and in any case the forms taken by attachment (especially to unreliable attachment figures) may be many, complex and highly ambivalent.
If it is the leader who will ultimately confer form on the formlessness of the crowd,30
the question of the nature of his or—perhaps especially—her control remains open. So too
does the question of the distribution of agency in the crowd as a mimetic field. Is it the leader
who dominates (suggestion) or the members of the crowd who willingly cede their putative
autonomy to the leader (imitation)? Suggestion and imitation designate the constant poles
between which agency in the crowd, as in other mimetic phenomena, will be seen to
fluctuate.31 To speak of mimetic communication is to bring about, theoretically speaking,
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the return of the repressed in the form of the nineteenth-century corporeal unconscious,
which had hitherto been a prominent feature of medical and philosophical discourses, but
which Freud’s work makes a concerted attempt to replace with the dynamic unconscious.32
The corporeal unconscious is animated by sympathy, a putative affinity between certain
things—including bodies and organs—which makes them liable not only to be similarly
affected by the same influence, but more especially to affect or influence one another.
Sympathy is a concept with a long history in Western literary, philosophical and medical
discourses. Foucault cites sympathy as being the most important of four forms of resemblance
that organised, made possible and represented knowledge until the end of the sixteenth
century.33 But in fact it persisted well into the nineteenth century, surviving in the fin de
siècle French psychophysical theories of Ribot, Binet, Richet and many others who all drew
on it to account for ‘automatism’ and suggestibility under hypnosis. Bernheim’s description
of suggestibility corresponds closely to what Ribot and Bergson both termed ‘sympathy’, that
is, a mimetic relationship to others. The idea that it is corporeal mimesis (sympathy) that
governs the body’s automatisms begins to disappear as the dynamic unconscious gains greater
attention. But what is arguably lost as hypnosis is superseded in psychoanalytic theory by
transference, is a theory of the direct body-to-body transmission of both affects and the
attitudes and ideas for which affect may, under certain conditions, become a carrier. 34
With this loss, one potential way of accounting for the role of the non-rational in social
and political processes is also lost. It is in this context that the idea of suggestibility might
most usefully be re-examined, and here the work of Tarde is indispensable.
Sympathy, of which affect contagion is a major component, probably forms the corporeal
basis of suggestibility.35 Although he is frequently accused of a faddish fascination with
hypnotic automatism, Tarde sees it simply as an extreme instance of the automatism of
subjectivity itself.36 Subjectivity, for him, is a centre of action that receives and transmits
movements: it corresponds to senso-motorial memory.37 It is suggestion—which will reappear
as the ‘mimetic capacity’ in the work of Benjamin and Adorno—that gives rise to imitation.
Tarde sees this not as the production of second-rate copies, as the Platonic tradition in Western
thought often does, but as memory in the form of habit, what we would now call procedural
memory—or, more broadly, semantic memory. It is not simply cognitive, but involves nerves,
muscles and affects. Imitation is ‘suggested’, then, both by the force of habit (the force of the
past) and, more immediately, by the force of the sympathy that is the response to what is
suggested by other bodies. Moreover, imitation has an exponential force, since:
this very will to imitate has been handed down through imitation. Before imitating the act
of another we begin by feeling the need from which this act proceeds, and we feel it precisely
as we do only because it has been suggested to us.38
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The social state, then, is like a dream in which one seems to have control, but in which
attitudes and courses of action that seem original and spontaneous are in fact the result of
suggestion, not necessarily of individuals, but of environments. For Tarde, cities are the preeminent environments ‘rich in suggestion’.39
Imitation is a necessary process fundamental to social continuity and stability: it is the
means by which novel inventions are taken up and formed into habit, custom and fashion
as modes of social aggregation. Imitation, as Tarde conceives it, represents the conservation
of the past and the preservation of a social bond. But it is not democratic in character. It is
always suggested by prestige: it flows along hierarchical lines of force from the centre to
margins, city to provinces, and from the nobility to the lower social orders.40 The rise of mass
media (during Tarde’s lifetime, this meant the press) begins to render publics more significant than crowds both in reality and in Tarde’s work; Tarde comes to see imitation as a process
that is lateral and sometimes mutual as well as hierarchical.41 While it is still produced by
prestige, prestige doesn’t pre-exist its conferral by the other.42 Suggestibility, then, means the
according of prestige, power and superiority to the other: it is this action on our part that
makes them desirable.43
For Tarde, what Le Bon diagnoses in 1895 as the ‘era of crowds’ already belongs to the
past.44 He sees that while crowds are incapable of extension beyond a certain point, a public,
the ‘social group of the future’, is indefinitely extensible thanks to printing, railways, the telegraph and, above all, that ‘formidable telephone’, the press.45 Tarde clearly predicates the
suggestibility of publics on the relationship between bodies: in the first place on the human
sensitivity to the gaze of others (especially in the density of urban life). This develops into
sensitivity to the mere thought of this gaze and the attention that accompanies it. Similarly,
the susceptibility to the voice of authority sensitises the reader to the voice of the text, and
even to the imagined authority of other readers, whether that authority means the weight of
numbers or the selectivity of an elite.46 The suggestibility of publics is, finally, a kind of
‘contagion without contact’,47 but Tarde seems to struggle to find a vocabulary to talk about
the kind of influence exerted at a distance. He refers to it as ‘ideal’, speaks of the ‘mental
cohesion’ of publics, and finally refers to it as ‘interspiritual’. But he does not, as Borch argues,
detach it altogether from suggestion. While I think Borch is right about Tarde’s concern with
the potential volatility of publics, such that they may always potentially form crowds, I do
not think that suggestion in Tarde is tied to the idea of a leader (like an orator in a crowd)
but rather that his work opens the idea that suggestion may be mediated in ways that escape
the intentions of human operators. Like Sighele, his Italian contemporary, Tarde understands
the kind of mediation at work in textuality. He cites Sighele writing of Robespierre’s fascination
with Rousseau, whom he read repeatedly, such that Robespierre becomes the ‘succubus’ to
Rousseau’s ‘incubus’, adding that the influence of Rousseau in person would have been
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doubtful.48 The medium of print may amplify any one of a number of qualities of the writer
to different effects,49 and this separation of qualities tends to mutualise influence. Moreover,
the qualities that make a person influential are not necessarily the ones that fascinate in a text:
‘in these it is intellectual or imaginative superiority that is above all operative; in [the former]
it is decisiveness, even if brutal, conviction, even if fanatical, and pride, even if mad, that
are contagious’.50
Perhaps the other most important characteristic of publics (as opposed to crowds) for
Tarde is their degree of self-consciousness of themselves as a public which may militate
against suggestibility.51 The tendency of individuals to belong to more than one public simultaneously will make publics less prey to panic than crowds, though this will tend to produce
a media milieu in which multiple concerns create a certain incoherence.52 Michael Warner,
a contemporary theorist of publics, argues that dominant conceptions of ‘the human’ privilege
and depend on an idea of the private reader as rational and critical53 and that this restricts
our idea of their agency.54 Tarde’s view of reading as a locus of suggestion evinces a view of
it which is less disembodied, and less rational, than the view described by Warner. Tarde
emphasises the irrationality of publics, provoked and amplified by the press, as it creates a
‘fuss’ about something.55 To analyse this fuss-making as ‘moral panic’ is to treat it primarily
as a discursive and textual phenomenon, but Tarde’s analysis of publics as susceptible to
suggestion takes more fully into account the affective dimension of media engagement, and
he does not necessarily see panic as the most important affective state created by media ‘fuss’.
Equally significant for Tarde is the creation of fads which often involve the pleasures of
consumption of luxury goods. The newspaper—via the power of repetition rather than by
rational argument or even by rhetoric—succeeds in making the reader ‘hallucinate’.56 If Tarde
sees publics as ‘less extremist than crowds, less despotic or less dogmatic’, he also believes
that their despotism or dogmatism will be ‘far more tenacious and chronic’.57 The most
cursory consideration of the role of opinion polls in contemporary Western politics would
seem to confirm this. But Tarde’s interest in fads rather than panics should alert us to the
need to consider an affect dynamics of publics and media in which the specific motivational
force of each of the affects is taken fully into consideration. Can we simply assume that fearterror is a stronger motivational force than interest-excitement or that ‘negative’ affects are
more compelling than ‘positive’ ones? There can be no answer to this question which does
not take into account the particular environments to which these affects may be responding,
nor the culturally specific ways in which affects are made to register in bodies and to perform
the cultural work of producing relation and meaning. Both fear (self-preservation) and interest
(novelty-seeking) would seem to be equally critical in human evolution, although fear arguably
plays a greater part in the motivation of at least some animal species. In short, however, I
would envision the development of what Virginia Nightingale calls a ‘media psychology’.58
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In my view, this would mean borrowing from Silvan Tomkins’s culturally specific theory of
affect scripting and developing other theories more appropriate for specific cultural groups,
but drawing as well on neo-Deleuzian affect theories which in turn draw on Spinoza, but
also on Leibniz for a particular understanding of the nature of the social. (Massumi’s work
would be the outstanding example of this kind of approach.) For, if Tomkins’s work seems
likely to open a more nuanced analysis of particular instances than most neo-Deleuzian
analyses, the latter would seem to provide a more complex understanding of the relationship between the individual and the social than was available to Tomkins, and it is one
better suited to the working of mediated social environments. I will return to the question
of psychology by way of conclusion, but I turn now to Tarde’s view of the social.
Tarde’s neo-Leibnizian monadology conceives the social as what abstracts from individuals,
or realises what is virtual in them, somewhat as a text realises what is virtual in an author—
the boundaries between individual and social are in constant negotiation such that the
individual can never be a given.59 The individual, then, is not a microcosm of the social, but,
as Lazzarato explains, ‘the whole cosmos conquered and absorbed by a single being’.60 What
this potentially produces is a relational thought that privileges the analysis of communication
and flow over the analysis of the subjects and objects produced within it. Moreover, in this
perspective acquisition and appropriation, having rather than being, are the terms that best
characterise monads’ ways of growing; in his commentary on Tarde, Deleuze explicitly links
this to capitalism.61 This would seem to present an image of the social very suited to the
analysis of the ‘networked individualism’ characterising the media environments described
by Castells.62 In these environments data-mining has become the new resource boom. It
produces information essential to exploiting Web 2.3’s capacity to track what is being searched
for and talked about on the internet and to connect it with advertisements targeting mobile
phones at specific times and places,63 and particular affectively driven social networking
sites—which thrive on the desire for connection, influence and prestige. These sites have
become the means by which people now market themselves to the world, in response to the
creation of the means—and thus the desire—to do so. They are the locus par excellence of
imitation which imagines itself to be original. The corporations that own the sites also own,
and can trade for profit, the data that users generate. Again Tarde is prescient: he ‘looked
towards the possibility of channelling, monitoring and managing the forms of imitation and
contagion that he observed and theorised’.64 Perhaps it should be no surprise, then, that his
writings, although outflanked in sociology by Durkheim, were taken up in the United States
by American social influence or ‘diffusion of innovations’ theory.65 Moscovici comments of
this that it has ‘systematized and vindicated the use of collective suggestion (or propaganda,
to call it by its rightful name) as a substitute to rhetoric for influencing public opinion’.66
Meanwhile, however, Adorno had already clearly identified the problem of ‘effects research’
that focused on the suggestibility of audiences. Such research at once implied that this
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suggestibility was where the problem lay and at the same time functioned as an instruction
manual for advertisers and marketers, while ignoring the ‘aims and practices of radio producers and the social and political structures within which radio is deployed’.67
This suggests the need for a view in which communication is thought of as a complex
system, since it is, as Stiegler puts it, ‘the articulation between the nervous, technical, and
social systems which constitute the total human fact’.68 Moreover, because we act ‘in concert’
with technology, media and things, ‘technology and the practical use to which we put
technology always exceeds the intentional structures that we build into it’.69 This is not to
say that the agency of technology is either the same as human agency or entirely independent
of it.70 The idea of agency is also now complicated by analyses of conversational entrainment
that suggest that listeners as well as speakers take the lead in the sequences of movement
that accompany and envelop speech.71 Suggestion is not the sole purview of government, nor
even simply of advertising and marketing; it now forms part of a complex system in which
multiple attractors exist and where quantitative differences can give rise to qualitative ones.
This being the case, why use the term suggestion at all? There are a number of reasons.
To do so signals a certain set of genealogical relations linking nineteenth-century crowd
theory to contemporary affect theory as it attempts to understand the non-rational element
at play in the political, and the retraversal of this terrain may enable us to get a better grip
on the tools to hand.72 Further, as Lazzarato indicates, power might be conceived—after
Tarde and Foucault—as a force operating on others not so much to destroy them as to solicit,
incite or ‘suggest’ courses of action.73 (For Tarde, this force is primarily affective and energetic.)
Finally, because hypnosis has functioned as the main site of Western investigations
of suggestion, suggestion re-opens the issue of trance in contemporary Western societies
in ways that may be productive; in part because they destabilise the image of rationality on
which Western thought depends and in part because they raise the question of how to create
spaces of invention (the term Tarde opposes to imitation, though as he elaborates it the
relationship between them is more complex than this might imply) in the face of suggestion.
In the first instance, to speak of suggestion raises the question of whether the ‘distraction’
of contemporary life—television, the freeway, the shopping mall74—actually constitutes a
contemporary form of trance? Could it be that the pervasiveness of media, marketing and
so on in everyday life effaces the boundary that usually demarcates the time and place of
trance as ritually or therapeutically induced?75 Julian Jaynes, writing brilliantly and eccentrically in 1976, sees trance states as a reactivation of the ‘neural patterning’ associated with a
stage in human development before the invention of consciousness. 76 Jaynes sees the
‘bicameral paradigm’ as comprising ‘collective cognitive imperative, induction, trance, and
archaic authorization’, 77 so for him neither trance—nor mimesis—originate in affect
contagion or sympathy. He argues, rather, that trance and various forms of everyday distraction
are quite distinctly different phenomena. What Jaynes could not have foreseen is the way in
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which the neurological dimension of the sympathetic response is beginning to be illuminated
by the discovery of mirror neurons, and that of affect by the discovery of neuropeptides,78 so
that today many would want to account for hypnosis in terms of affective attunement between
operators and subjects.79 But the issue is also complicated because attempts to define hypnosis
in terms that would satisfy the criteria of scientific method produce only artefacts.80 Western
medicine tends to view trance phenomena along the same lines it considers the placebo effect—
as somehow ‘not real’, as opposed to the ‘reality’ of the action of drugs.81 Nevertheless, it does
seem possible (to me, anyway) that distraction and trance are both forms of dissociation which
are not simply different in terms of degree, but which are shaped according to social norms
and the management of experts who administer them. As Jaynes himself points out, even
hypnosis narrowly defined changes in relation to changing social expectations and
preconceptions.82 Thus, while the ‘distraction’ characteristic of much contemporary life would
seem to run counter to the narrowing of the focus of attention that usually forms part of
hypnotic induction, it may be possible to argue that induction has simply become less
ritualised, and that repetition—of political statements (say it often enough and it becomes as
if true), of advertising, of news—has now become the main technique of induction.
While Tarde understands the routines of everyday life as the paralysis of belief and desire
in habit, he also sees such routines as necessary for social and cultural continuity, and not
something with which it would be either desirable or possible to dispense. They are the
means by which culture can serve as ‘a storehouse of crucial replicative information’.83 Jaynes,
in keeping with his narrower definition of trance, sees it rather as a source of extraordinary
power giving rise to the ability to do things which otherwise could not be done—such as
undergoing surgery without anaesthesia. More importantly, it is a source of authorisation
contributing to the generation of religion, poetry and music. In any case, to consider the
present in terms of mimesis and the suggestion-imitation couple comprising it is to challenge
the Western discourse of human ‘progress’, which sees the West as representing the most
highly developed form of the human—the thinking, rational head of the inarticulate body.84
It might also be to understand that cultures that view the world in terms of animism and
sorcery may be in a privileged position when it comes to understanding mimesis (mimetic
communication) as modern magic. If it seems evident that advertising, marketing and public
relations are forms of sorcery, so too capitalism more broadly can be thought of in these terms.85
More immediately, mimesis as suggestion-imitation enables thought about the non-rational
dimension of contemporary Western politics, particularly as this involves the nature of
belief.86 It is not simply, as Brian Massumi’s recent work suggests, that a politics of belief
grounded in truth has been superseded by a politics of affect.87 Rather, affect describes the
means by which belief is created mimetically in the body of the public. ‘Belief is finally the
affective force of thought.’88 Created only in the performative process of avowal, belief is
dependent both on the way we inhabit language and what language does to us as we interiorise
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it.89 Belief depends on linking language with the somatic dispositions that produce it as an
affective reality. Moreover, as Bourdieu writes,
Every social order systematically takes advantage of the disposition of the body and language
to function as depositories of deferred thoughts that can be triggered off at a distance in
space and time by the simple effort of re-placing the body in an overall posture which recalls
the associated thoughts and feelings, in one of the inductive states of the body, which, as
actors know, give rise to states of minds.90

This is because the ‘body believes in what it plays at: it weeps if it mimes grief’.91 And this
in turn is what enables the creation of what Massumi has termed ‘affective facts’.92 The example
he gives is the affective reality of the fear created by the threat of something that hasn’t yet
happened: the ‘threat that does not materialize is not false’, but simply deferred. It could
always happen, so the fear it generates can never be abolished by being proved groundless.
In this respect, I think, images—and especially the way they are used in news reportage—
play a very particular part in the creation of affective facts. Massumi’s own example of the
supposed weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in Iraq makes clear why this might be. It
seems that people generally have difficulty in remembering negation—especially when they
are distracted—so that, if something is wrongly asserted and then later corrected, the
correction often fails to register. Images of silos said to contain WMD not only accompanied
news reports in which some experts were critical of what was being claimed about the
existence of such weapons, but also accompanied some reports in which it was later admitted
that the belief in their existence had been proven wrong. Today, however, it seems testimony
to the power of the adage that ‘seeing is believing’ that as many as thirty per cent of Americans
still believe Iraq had WMD.93 This is one reason why it seems to me that televisual images
especially may function as a form of suggestion. What is perhaps more telling is that verbal
correction of false information seems to count as repetition that reinforces the original information. At least, this seems to be the case when levels of scepticism are low.94 Images have
a facticity that may continue to provoke anxiety in the face of better knowledge.
While Blackman argues the need to rethink suggestion as a way of reintroducing the
psychological into considerations of the social, I would suggest this cannot be the psychology
of old, but must instead be one that takes into account not only the intersubjective nature
of human psychic life but also its reconfiguration in relation to nonhuman actors which may
escape the intentions of their human operators—most importantly, of course, media. The
experience of the crowd is still sought after: you go to the Big Day Out (a rock concert)
‘not for the music, but to be part of a crowd’, as one participant writes.95 But this experience
is now augmented and amplified by large screens at concerts and sporting events, and images
of the event are also relayed to other public sites. The media, which in some ways replaces
crowds with publics, is now also used in the services of crowd formation, in the creation
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of organised public events.96 As Australians prepared for the Prime Minister’s apology on
behalf of the nation to the Stolen Generations, large screens were promised to appear in
public places, not just in anticipation of crowds but to draw them. The screens would act to
make the occasion a public event, certainly, but more importantly, would make it a transformative ritual, necessarily involving broadcast to remote publics as well as the creation of
‘liveness’—a public here and now, without which there might be symbolism but no ritual.
The importance of ritual lies in its relation to the non-rational dimension of human social
life and points to what Isabelle Stengers describes as the power of magic.97 When magic is
conjured by collective ritual, the ‘I’ of the subject is not overwhelmed by affect of the crowd
but instead something is made present which transforms the people’s relation to the ‘I’, to
psychology and to habit.98 Perhaps the transformation of people’s relation to all that is at
stake in the ‘I’ brought about by the apology will be in some ways transient. Even so, it
may generate sufficient energy to aim, as Alfred Gell wrote of magic in general, to set ‘an ideal
standard, not to be approached in reality, towards which practical technical action can
nonetheless be oriented’.99 In this case, such action would surely include compensation—
which itself is a symbolic gesture of reparation, since nothing could ever truly compensate
for the wrong that has been done to indigenous people. But it is not ‘merely’ symbolic, because
were it to happen, it would stand as real evidence of the power of a certain contemporary
magic to transform the nature of non-indigenous Australians’ stake in a particular ‘I’ and
its attendant privileges, including financial. For finally it may be possible to envisage that
these could, ideally, be given up.
Thus magic involves mimesis beyond the imitation-suggestion couple, mimesis as a
movement that exceeds the subject. Not for nothing does Gell cite the child who ‘asserts that
he is an aeroplane (with arms extended, and appropriate sound effects and swooping
movements)’ as the prototype of magical play.100 Magic of this kind may, perhaps, be an
antidote to contemporary anxiety disorder and the disaffection and disengagement it creates
across the political field.
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